California Verification Labels
For Purifilter “H”
On-Road
(engine label implemented January 29, 2008)
(product label implemented January 10, 2008)

Label 1- Engine or Engine Compartment
(foil / plastic composite)

Label 2- Product
(stainless steel)

*Notes on Product Label
- Product SCXXH; XX = Purifilter Model / Filter Size; H denotes Purifilter H
- Part Number*: If sold as a complete system, the Part Number begins with an A11U pre-fix. If sold as a spare centerbody, it would have a C19U pre-fix in the part number. XXXX= numeral from 0 thru 9.
  - Serial Number Pre-fix “J” on all A11 system or C19U spare filters will denote ARB warranted product if returned under warranty claim to ECS. XXXX= numerals from 1 thru 9
  - Serial Number Pre-fix will also denote which Verification Order was applicable to product
  - Serial Number also links to Date of Mfr in ECS internal records
- ADB 9 represents filter lot code
California Verification Labels For Purifilter “H” On-road Verified Hwy Applications
WARRANTY REPLACEMENT FILTERS & ENGINE LABELS

Label 1- Engine or Engine Compartment

(foil / plastic composite)

Purifilter™ H
CA/ECS/2003/PM3+/N00/ON/DPF02

Serial #: J
Date of Manufacture: (month/year)
REPLACEMENT / RE-DESIGNATION*

Notes on Engine Label
• Serial Number and Date of Mfr will be under adhesive window allowing installer to transfer information from product label- instructions will be provided in product manual
• label complies with all ARB requirements
• * REPLACEMENT / RE-DESIGNATION appears at bottom of label if applicable (REPLACEMENT = replacement label)

Note

*Notes on Product Label
• Product SCXXH; XX = Purifilter Model / Filter Size; H denotes Purifilter H
• Part Number*: If sold as a complete system, the Part Number begins with an A11U pre-fix. If sold as a spare centerbody, it would have a C19U pre-fix in the part number. XXXX= numeral from 0 thru 9.
• Serial Number Pre-fix “J” on all A11U system or C19U spare or replacement filters will denote ARB warranted product if returned under warranty claim to ECS. XXXX= numerals from 1 thru 9
• NOTE: WR1 represents a filter replaced under warranty- appears only if applicable

Superceded
California Aftermarket Parts Program
Exempt Labels
For Non-Verified / Legal for Sale

Label 1 - Engine or Engine Compartment

- Serial Number Pre-fix will denote ARB warranted product if returned to ECS.
- Serial number pre-fix (label 2) and lack of verification code on label 1, will also denote no verification was applicable to product.

Note to Enforcement: A product with this label is identical to the verified product. Vehicles in Fleet Durability Demonstrations conducted under the verification would have these labels.

Label 2

Note: Products with this label are identical to verified products. This label used when information indicated part supplied to non-verified engine family or application.

PRODUCT: Purifilter
PART NO.: A11-XXXX
SERIAL NO.: B-345678
MFG. DATE: 02-03 EO D-420U-11

83 Commerce Valley Dr E, Thornhill, ON, CAN L3T 7T3 1-800-661-9963
4910 Longley Lane, #103, Reno, NV USA, 89502, 1-800-331-9247